92	EASY GUIDE TO MESMERISM
I value mesmerised water, because by its use you
get at the organisation therapeutically in the absence
of personal magnetisation or attendance. The water
in a short time .will get.into the circulation, and
wherever there are nerves and arteries your curative
life force will be carried on its healing mission. You
will find similar astonishing results from the use of
magnetised mediums such as flannels, paper, and
pillules. Lay your hand upon a looking-glass for a
few minutes then raise it—you will find a vaporous
impression of your hand upon the glass, which will
die away from perceptible vision in a short time, so
that no one .would think or imagine your hand had
ever been there. Breathe upon the looking-glass at
any subsequent time, thr^e days or a week afterwards
(providing the glass has not been thoroughly cleaned
in the meantime), and by that breathing the last
impression of your hand will come to sight again, as
though it had always been there. So it often happens
that, unseen to mortal eyes or hidden from percep-
tible vision, or beyond scientific or medical detection,
we are always laying our hands upon, and creating
influences on and about our fellows, which only need
the opportunity or right breathing to expose or reveal
the past actions and thoughts so forgotten. Thus
you cannot speak, look, or shake hands with others
without leaving your mark there. If this is true in
the ordinary affairs of life, (where no fnan can live or
die to himself, how much more so is it with the mes-
merist, who acts with intention? If he has any poiwer
at all, surely it will tell; and it does tell.
To mesmerise or magnetise water (see page 47),
hold the tumbler of water in your left hands, or, if
left-handed in your right hand, and hold the fingers
of the other hand over it, pointing down towards
the water; convey to it, by concentration of desire,
your intentions; thus you may make it an aperient
an astringent, a tonic, or a nervine. The ultimate
idea is to soothe and tranquilise the system, and
enable tne vis medicatrix nature to do its work for
the recovery of the patient

